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Abstract A new proof of the onedimensional Carlson inequality of discrete
and integral type is introduced Also a new proof of the multidimensional Carl
son inequality of integral type is presented Additionally the duality between
the discrete and integral type of Carlsons inequality are explored
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 Introduction
Inequalities are basic tools in the study of Fourier analysis A classical re
sult relating to L
p
estimates for a function and its Fourier transform is the
HausdorYoung inequality 	 which states that
 for any complex
valued function g in the Banach space L
p
T	
	 kbgk
p

 kgk
p
holds for   p   This inequality was proved by Young 
  for even p

and by Hausdor  in the general case It is easy to see that for functions
gx	  Ae
imx
the inequality 	 turns to be an equality With the other
words
 the oscillating exponent maximized the HausdorYoung inequality
Moreover
 Hardy and Littlewood showed that the converse result was also
true
 ie every maximizer of 	 must be the functions Ae
imx
with some
constant A and integers m see eg 
 p 
 Theorem 		 Their
proof is based on the onefunctional relation for maximizers of the Riesz
Thorin inequality see 	 in 
 p 	
 the properties of entire functions
and on the RiemannLebesgue theorem for Fourier coecients
In  Titchmarsh proved 	 for the space L
p
R	 Thus
 it was natural
to consider the question about maximizers of the HausdorYoung inequality

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for the realline group
 ie to nd the realline analogue of the above Hardy
Littlewood result Of course
 an oscillating exponent does not have to be a
maximizer it is even nonsummable on the real line	 On the other hand
 since
the decomposition of an oscillating exponent into Fourier series coincides with
the initial function
 thus
 in the realline case
 it will be natural to consider
a maximizer as a function which is invariant under the action of the Fourier
transform
 ie the Gaussian function expx

	 Moreover
 if we consider
the ndimensional version
 then one may expect that if an extremal function
exists
 it should be rotationally invariant The ndimensional norm will be a
power of the onedimensional one
 so we need an extremal function for which
a product of functions is radial in separate variables as well as in the variables
jointly This is possible only for a Gaussian function But if we admit that the
maximizer is Gaussian
 we get the improved constant in the HausdorYoung
inequality That is
	 k
b
fk
p

 B
n
p
kfk
p
 with B
p

v
u
u
t
p

p
p


p


This inequality for the space L
p
R
n
	 and for even integer p

was established
by Babenko  in  The rst problem in the proof of 	 is to prove the
existence of extremal functions The diculty is that the Fourier transform
is not a compact operator from L
p
R
n
	 to L
p


c
R
n
	 So we can regularize
this operator A very natural way to regularize Fourier series is to generate
the Abel means This idea
 in some sense
 was realized by Babenko
 who
introduced an integral operator K
t
f with the classical Mehler kernel
Kx y t	 

X
n
t
n

n
x	
n
y	
where 
n
are the Hermite orthogonal functions Obviously
 the operator K
t
f
forms the Abel means of the Hermite expansions of the function f andK
t
f 
b
f
for t  
The idea of the proof of this moment is similar
 in some sense
 to the one of
Hardy and Littlewood Namely
 since K
t
is a good compact	 operator
 then
by a weak compactness argument
 a solution g

 kg

k
p
  of the extremal
problem
kK
t
g

k
p

 sup
kfk
p

kK
t
fk
p

 
pt
will exist and satisfy an integral identity
 whose righthand side contains jf j
p


see 	 in 	 But the application of the method of entire functions in fact
the property that bounded entire functions are only constants	 requires to
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avoid operations with absolute values Since jf j
p


 ff	
p



 thus to
save uniqueness we can require that the value of p

will be even integers Then
using the PhragmenLindelof method and rearranging contour integrals in the
complex plane
 one can calculate the value 
pt
and as a consequence
 get the
inequality
kK
t
gk
p

 
pt
kgk
p

A limiting argument gives the inequality 	 since
lim
t


pt
 B
p

Babenko mentioned that the equality in 	 can be realized for the func
tions fx	  expax

 ibx	 a   and introduced the hypothesis that the
inequality 	 was still true for all values   p   and that extremal
functions must be the Gaussians
The rst part of Babenkos hypothesis was proved by Beckner  in 

ie he established the inequality 	 for all   p   Now B
p
is called the
BabenkoBeckner constant He also showed that for all   p   the sharp
constant found by Babenko	 in 	 is given by the Gaussians However

Beckners method did leave open the question whether the Gaussians were the
only maximizers or not The positive answer was given by Lieb  in 
Further
 for the even integers p


 Andersson 	  and for all p
 Sjolin
	  proved a BabenkoBeckner type of the classical HausdorYoung
inequality 	 for functions in the space L
p
T	
 with small supports One
dened
H
pa
 sup

kbgk
p

kgk
p
 g  L
p
T
n
	 supp g  B a	 kgk
p
 

and let H
p
 lim
a

H
pa
see 
 p 	 In these terms
 the one
dimensional result of Andersson and Sjolin states that
H
p
 B
p

The author proved the identity H
p
 B
n
p
for p   
 using other reasons
Namely
 we proved Carlsons inequality on ndimensional torus and applied
it to nd some upper bounds for H
pa
 One of the possible estimates is the
following
	 H
pa
   C

a	B
n
p
   p  
Moreover
 the author mentioned some applications of the BabenkoBeckner
constant to related problems of Fourier Analysis  
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 On Carlsons Inequality of discrete and integral type
For an even
 periodic
 realvalued function f on R such that f  A  	
and
b
fn	  a
n
  for all n  N with a

 
 Fritz Carlson 	 proved that
	

X
n
a
n

p



X
n
a

n





X
n
n

a

n



holds and
p
 is the best possible constant By the mean value theorem for
integral together with partial integration he  got
	
f

	  
Z


fx	f

x	dx
for some    	 Acting the SchwarzCauchy inequality on 	 and
using Parsevals identity were other parts of Carlsons proof He also noted
that 	 does not follow from Holders inequality  in the following way

X
n
a
n



X
n
n
h





X
n
a

n





X
n
n
h
a

n



because
P

n
n
h
 	 as h  

 However
 in  Hardy  presented
a simple proof of 	 and observed that 	 in fact followed even from the
SchwarzCauchy inequality
P

n
x
n
y
n


P

n
x

n




P

n
y

n



applied to
the sequences x
n
 a
n

	 
n




and y
n


	 
n





and he even got
the best possible constant
p
 by making a suitable choice of 	 and 
 and
invoking Parsevals identity
Hardys technique can be used for any periodic complexvalued function
f  AT	 with
b
f	   Moreover
 another expression of 	 is
	
kfk
AT
 C

k
b
fk

k
b
f

k




which is equivalent to
	
kfk
AT
 C

kfk

kf

k





Thus
 the best possible constant C which depends on the denition of the
Fourier series of f	 will be
p
 and  if
b
fn	 


Z
jxj
fx	e
inx
dx and
b
fn	 
Z
jxj


fx	e
inx
dx respectively
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Here kfk
AT

P
mZ
j
b
fm	j andAT	 is the space of continuous functions
on T having an absolutely convergent Fourier series Note that all the sums
are supposed to be nite Furthermore
 k
b
fk

 k
b
fk


Z
and kfk

 kfk
L

T

The author proved 	 the multidimensional discrete inequality of types
	 and 	 by applying Hardys technique and invoking the classical
HausdorYoung inequality 
	
kfk
AT
n

 K

nq
k
b
fk

n
q
q

	


X
jj
k
d
D

fk
q


A
n
q
 K

nq
kfk

n
q
q
	


X
jj
kD

fk
q

A
n
q

Here the absolute value of the multiindex 
 is equal to the positive integer
	   such that 	 
n
q
with q   and   q   for the rst respectively the
second part of 	 where q


q
q
is the dual exponent of q The positive
constant K

nq
depends only on n 	 and q Furthermore
 k
b
fk
q

 k
b
fk

q

Z
n

and kfk
q
 kfk
L
q
T
n


In the case
b
f	  
 we obtain
kfk
AT
n

 kfk

K

nq
kfk

n
q
q
	


X
jj
kD

fk
q

A
n
q

The other versions of 	 for   q   are
kfk
AT
n

 K

nq
k
b
f
k

n
q
q
	


X
jj
kD

fk
q

A
n
q
and
kfk
AT
n

 K

nq
kfk

n
q
q
	


X
jj
k
d
D

fk
q

A
n
q

The corresponding integral inequalities 
  of 	 and 	 are
	
Z


fx	dx 
p


Z


f

x	dx




Z


x

f

x	dx



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respectively
	
Z


jfx	jdx  C

Z


jfx	j

dx




Z


x

jfx	j

dx




There is equality in 	 when fx	 

rsx


 for any positive number r and
s
The inequality 	 is proved by Carlson  and Hardy  The version
	 was proved by A Beurling  The inequality 	 is generalized in
many directions 
 
  B Kjellberg  and D Muller see 
 Lemma
	 proved a multidimensional extension of Carlsons inequality of the integral
type The purpose of the next section is to present new proofs of 	 and
	 These proofs are established by application of Hilberts double series
theorem and its corresponding theorem for integrals
 Onedimensional cases
Hilberts inequality  states that for nonnegative sequences a  a
n
	 and
b  b
n
	 n  N
	

X
n

X
m
a
n
b
m
nm


sin 

p
	


X
n
a
p
n


p


X
m
b
p

n


p

holds for p   There is equality here if a or b is null
The corresponding Hilberts inequality for integrals  is
	
Z


Z


fx	gy	
x y
dxdy 

sin 

p
	

Z


f
p
x	dx


p

Z


g
p

y	dy


p

for nonnegative functions f  L
p
and g  L
p

and for p   Here the equality
occurs if f   or g   In both 	 and 	 p


p
p
and the positive
constant

sin 

p

is the best possible one
Now we give a very short proof of 	 and 	 but with a worse constant
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Let p   then by  we get



X
n
a
n



X
n
X
m
nma
n
a
m
nm

X
n
X
m
na
n
a
m
nm

X
n
X
m
ma
n
a
m
nm
 
X
n
X
m
na
n
a
m
nm
 


X
n
n

a

n





X
n
a

n




Similarly	 for p   and by  we obtain



Z


fxdx



Z


Z


fxfyx y
x y
dxdy
 

Z


x

f

xdx




Z


f

ydy




As we mentioned before	 we derive  and  with the worse constant
p
 
 Fritz Carlsons inequality of integral type
Kjellberg and Muller proved a multidimensional extension of Carlsons in
equality of the integral type	 as mentioned before Using the same technique
in the proof of  in 	 we get the recent result
 Theorem Generalization of Carlsons inequality of integral
type Let absolute value of the multiindex  be equal to the positive
integer    and  
n
q
with q


q
q
where q   Let f be a realvalued
function on R
n
such that f  L

R
n
  L
q
R
n
 and x

f  L
q
R
n
 Then

kfk
L

R
n

 C

nq
kfk

n
q
L
q
R
n



X
jj
kx

fk
L
q
R
n


A
n
q

The positive constant C

nq
does only depend on n q and 
Proof of Theorem  Let
S  kfk
q
L
q
R
n

and T 
X
jj
kx

fk
q
L
q
R
n


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For t  	 dene
 
X
jj

  tjx

j
q
	

Then
 T 


X
jj
kx

fk
L
q
R
n


A
q

Here and everywhere in this paper x


Q
n
k
x

k
k

By Holders inequality we get

kfk
L

R
n


Z
R
n
jfxj

q



q
dx


Z
R
n
jfxj
q
x dx


q

Z
R
n


q
q
dx


q


c
n
S  tT


q






Z
R
n


X
jj

  tjx

j
q
	


q
q
dx






q


c
n
S  tT


q

Z
R
n
dx
  tC
n
jxj
q

q
q


q

Because


X
jj

  tjx

j
q
	
 c
n
 t
X
jj
jx

j
q
   tC
n
jxj
q

Here c
n

P
jj
 and the positive constant C
n
does only depend on
n and 
It is not hard to see that

Z
R
n
dx
  jxj
q

q
q


q
is nite for  
n
q
and

Z


dx
  x
q
n

q
q

q

n
q



qnq
qq

n


q


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Now	 by  and  we obtain
kfk
L

R
n

 tC
n


n
qq

c
n
S  tT


q

Z
R
n
dx
  jxj
q

q
q


q
 tC
n

n
qq

c
n
S  tT


q

Z


Z
fxR
n
jxjg
r
n
drdx
  r
q

q
q


q


w
n
n


q
tC
n

n
qq
c
n
S  tT 

q


Z


dr

  r
q
n
	
q
q



q
 B

nq

t
n
q
c
n
S  t

n
q
T


q

Here
B

nq


qw
n


n
q



qnq
qq

n




q

C
n

n
q

q
q

and w
n
is the surface area of the unit sphere in R
n

Choose t 
S
T
	 then by 
kfk
L

R
n

 B

nq
c
n
 

q
S

n
q
q
T
n
qq
 C

nq
kfk

n
q
L
q
R
n



X
jj
kx

fk
L
q
R
n


A
n
q

Remarks
 For q   n     and for a realvalued function f 	 we have the
Beurling result  and for a positive function f 	 we obtain the classical
Carlson inequality  of integral type
 For q   and f  L

R
n
  L
q
R
n
 and x

f  L
q
R
n
 we obtain
kfk
L

R
n

 c


K

nq
kfk

n
q
L
q
R
n



X
jj
kx

fk
L
q
R
n


A
n
q

if we dene  
P
jj

  tjx

j
q
	
 The positive constant K

nq
is found in
 and for the positive constant c

	 please see 	 pp  
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 A duality between the discrete and
integral type of Carlsons inequality
In  Hardy noted that  implies  Applying this observation on the
second part of  we obtain
 Theorem Let the absolute value of the multiindex  be equal to
the positive integer    and  
n
q
with   q   where q


q
q
 Let
g be a positive function on R
n
such that bg is a smooth function for instance
bg  C



c
R
n
 and its support is localized on T
n
 Further bg and
d
x

g  L
q

c
R
n

Then


kgk
L

R
n

 K

nq
kbgk

n
q
L
q

c
R
n



X
jj
k
d
x

gk
L
q

c
R
n


A
n
q

Proof of Theorem 
 Let R denote the reexion operator that is Rg 
eg  gx then it is obvious that
e
eg  g eg 
b
bg and
e
bg 
b
eg Dene f  bg	
then g  R
b
f such that
b
fm   for all m  Z
n
and f  L
q

c
R
n
  C



c
R
n

and its support is localized on T
n
 Also	 R
b
f   D

f  D

bg 

ix

g
and f  bg So	 f satises the second part of  Moreover	 fx 
P
mZ
n
b
fme
imx
with  mx 
P
n
k
m
k
x
k
 Furthermore	

 f  kfk
AT
n

 bg  kgk
L

R
n

and

 kfk
L
q
T
n

 kbgk
L
q

c
R
n

 kD

fk
L
q
T
n

 k
d
x

gk
L
q

c
R
n


Now by the second part of  together with 
 and 
 we obtain 

for smooth functions bg
Remark For q   and invoking Parsevals identity we get
Z
R
n
gxdx  K

n

Z
R
n
gx

dx



	
n





X
jj

Z
R
n

x

g
	

dx





n

which gives  for n    
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 Theorem Suppose f is a function on T
n
 fx  R
n
 jx
k
j 


  
k  ng such that fe
ix
   on T
n
n B

where B

 B

  fx  R
n

jxj    


 ag for   a 


 Let g be dened on R
n
by
gx 

fe
ix
 if x  T
n
 otherwise
Then f  AT
n
 if and only if g  AR
n
 Moreover there are positive
constants C

 C

depending on a such that
C

kgk
AR
n

 kfk
AT
n

 C

kgk
AR
n


Proof of Theorem 
 The technique is analogous to the case n  	 due
to Rudin see 	 pp 	 Lemma  Let h be a smooth function on
R
n
	 for instance h  C

R
n
	 such that B

 supp h  T
n
and h   on B

and h   outside of the torus The Fourier transform of D

h is ix

b
h it
follows that


 j
b
hj 
A
  C
n
jxj

x 
c
R
n
for some positive constants A and C
n
see 
 Because
X
jj
j
d
D

hj  j
b
hj
X
jj
jix

j and
j
b
hj 
P
jj
j
d
D

hj
P
jj
jix

j

A
  C
n
jxj

 by 

Here  satises the conditions on  and A 
P
jj
j
d
D

hj is nite  So	
h  AR
n
 by the inversion theorem If f  AT
n
 and F x  fe
ix
 for
all x  R
n
then F is bounded	 uniformly continuous and translation invariant
see 	 p 	  Moreover	 kFk
BR
n

 kfk
AT
n

 g  hF and hence
g  AR
n
 and kgk
AR
n

 khk
AR
n

kfk
AT
n

 If g  AR
n
	 then g  gh	
and so


b
fm 
Z
T
n
gxe
ixm
dx 
Z
R
n
gxhxe
ixm
dx
form  Z
n
 The inversion theorem holds for h by 

 substitution into 

yields


b
fm 
Z
c
R
n
bgx
b
hm x dx
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By  there is a positive constant C

such that
P
mZ
n
j
b
hmxj  C

for
all x 
c
R
n
 Hence
kfk
AT
n


X
mZ
n
j
b
fmj  C

Z
c
R
n
jbgxj dx  C

kgk
AR
n

by  and the proof is complete
As a consequence of Theorem  we obtain
 Corollary Let absolute value of the multiindex  be equal to the
positive integer   	 and  
n
q
where 	  q   Then


kfk
L

R
n

 K

nq
kfk

n
q
L
q
R
n



X
jj
kx

fk
L
q
R
n


A
n
q
and
	
kfk
AT
n

 K

nq
kfk

n
q
L
q
T
n



X
jj
kD

fk
L
q
T
n


A
n
q
are equivalent Here f  AT
n
 and
b
f   for the discrete case 	
and the realvalued function f  L

R
n
  L
q
R
n
 and x

f  L
q
R
n
 for the
integral version 
 
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